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Nature has been a wellspring of inspiration for centuries. 

From builders & craftsmen to designers & artisans, it has 

provided the source from which we paint upon our canvas. 

Whilst creating havens of respite and areas to gather, the 

wondrous complex patterns mother nature provides are 

often mimicked, but never fully replicated. Inspiration can  

be found or created, influenced or intuitive — emphasized  

by the beauty and grace found around us.

THE CAPTIVATION OF NATURE



As we looked to refresh our materials palette, we found 

no better source of inspiration than this natural beauty 

around us. We celebrate the changing life cycles and 

evolution in mother nature by guiding our palette to 

colors and values that feel contemporary and fresh. Like 

giant trees, deeply rooted in the forest, we hold true to 

the classic finishes that continue to have lasting impact. 

We honor the beauty of wood with finishes that enhance 

the intricacies and the patterns naturally created.

INSPIRED MATERIALS



Nestled in the foothills of the Midwest, among woodlands 

diverse in fine hardwoods, German immigrants began what 

is known as JSI today, in 1876. Dedicated to their craft and 

ardent desire to create beautiful, long-lasting wood furniture, 

their story remains firmly entrenched at the heart of what 

inspires our makers today.

HERITAGE + CRAFT

Like the key components to a superior wine — soil, 

climate, topography, and tradition — all play vital 

roles in influencing the qualities of wood, much as 

they affect grapes in wine making. For winemakers, 

they know this as terroir; for JSI, we know this as our 

lifeblood. Every natural element and man-made choice 

brings out the true expression of a species. Rich and 

abundant walnuts and white oaks fill the corner of the 

world we call home. We celebrate the characteristics 

and beauty of these materials, aiming to honor each 

detail in our products and processes. 

OUR TAKE ON TERROIR



The Artisan Collection provides a curated selection of finishes 

that express an elevated style and contemporary nature.  

Chosen for their natural elegance and refined grain structures, 

these veneers can accompany solid coordinating materials for 

an unexpected touch of simplistic beauty, or used exclusively, 

can create an ensemble of sophisticated brilliance.

VENEER  |  ARTISAN COLLECTION

   sable

   buff

   saddle

   rye    barrel

   cinder   egret

   raven



VENEER  |  ESSENTIALS COLLECTION

The Essentials Collection allows you to specify beautiful  

veneers, without sacrificing your budget. These grain patterns 

and hues allow for maximum material flexibility and style range. 

The veneers featured in the Essentials Collection can provide 

the building blocks to create your project palette and the ability 

to extend even deeper if the project requires. 

   pilsner

   fawn

   loft

   mineral

   mocha

   valley

   flint    cask

   umber

   truffle

   brickdust

   flax

   outback

   clay

   mesa

   sienna



CORE MATERIALS

   pilsner    fawn    clay    outback    mesa    brickdust    umber

The Core Materials are the backbone of the JSI Finishes & 

Materials program. These tried and true selections are available 

across a multitude of products and substrates and are also 

available on Quickship          models. This go-to palette allows for 

easy selections when on a tight schedule or when designing for a 

project with multiple product lines.

   mocha    valley    mineral    loft    flint    cask



LAMINATE

   valley

   fawn

   pinnacle walnut

   bridal blanco

   umber

   mocha

   pilsner

   walnut heights

   shadow

   brickdust

   mesa

   clay

   outback

   slate grey

   florence walnut

   mineral

   egret

   loft

   black   alabaster

   cask

   flint

   belair

   weathered ash

   zen grey   designer white

VENEER

   loft

   rye

   barrel

   cask

   cinder

   flax

   buff

   brickdust

   sienna

   mocha

   clay

   pilsner

   mesa

   outback

   flint

   egret

   truffle

   raven

   saddle

   mineral

   fawn

   sable

   umber

   valley

   rye   egret    fawn

   mesa   mocha   pinnacle walnut
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   brickdust

   cask

   sienna    truffle

   barrel

   loft

   buff

   mineral   cask    raven   cinder

   sable

   saddle   flint

   umber

   umber

   egret    buff

   walnut heights

   sable

   mocha

  fawn

   valley

   pinnacle walnut

   brickdust   sienna

   umber

   cask    raven   flint    florence walnut

   loft

   cinder

   truffle   mineral

   flax   rye

   mesa   pilsner    clay

   barrel

   saddle

   outback
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   soft bronze

   matte black

PAINT + METAL

 
   bright white

   skyline steel

   storm

   butternut

   greek villa

   universal khaki

   black fox

   saucy gold

   nonchalant white

   chatroom

   gale force

   bravado red

   silverplate

   backdrop

   tricorn black

   canyon clay

   rose tan

   novel lilac

   redend point

   windy blue

   queen anne lilac

   denim

   patchwork plum

   pewter green

M
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   aged bronze

   pewter    arctic silver

   gold    soft nickel

P
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   broccoflower    kendal green



#lovewhatyoudo

J.JHB.FB.0923.5000

jsifurniture.com


